Team Parent Responsibilities

- Team parent will be the liaison between the coach & the parents.
- Team parent or his/her assistant should be present at all team practices & functions. This person should not interfere with how the practices are being held.
- If the coach & his/her assistant are absent, after obtaining A.D.’s approval, cancels the practice.
- Will assist the coach in maintaining and submitting monthly attendance records to AD office.
- Will call & contact the absent member’s parents to find out about the reason for their absence.
- Will monitor the collection of membership/tournament dues.
- Prior to tournaments or trips, will assist the coach or the AO in collecting fees, applications, jerseys, etc. ... 
- Will participate in committees formed to plan athletic trips or camps.
- Will arrange one-day trips, parties or other fun activities to create a family atmosphere for the team & its parents, with reasonable cost to participating athletes within provided guidelines.
- In case of practice or game cancellation, notifies all parents in a timely manner.